were centered on each hydrogen atom. Results obtained using the larger basis set are summarized in Table I , which includes the ~arlier results
for comparison. Note that we have not carried out configuration interaction (CI) calculations using the double zeta plus polarization basis.
However the SCF results using the two basis sets are so similar that it is not unreasonable to assume that a CI calculation using the larger basis would also yield a barrier of ~ 15 kcal/mole. Our best estimate is that the true barrier height for CH2( 3 B 1
+ H is in the range 10-15 kcal/mole. Thus the approximation of a fixed CH separation is quite valid for this reaction.
The next new degree of freedom considered was the angle a depicted in Figure 2 . This corresponds to an upward movement of the far H atom in H 2 , while the near H atom remains on the line which bisects the CH 2 bond angle. With the angle a constrained to be 20°, the transition state in terms of R, r, and 8 was determined and is seen in Table II barrier height predictions is especially striking. 1 The same. double zeta basis set used for CHz + H 2 was used for CHz + CH 4
• Based on the present confirmation ~f the CZv Of these; the methylene angle 8 is identical to that used for CHz +·Hz.· R plays an analogous role, but is now the (methylene carbon-leaving hydrogen) separation. Also playing an.analogous role to the CHz +Hz system is r, now the (methane carbon -leaving hydrogen) separation. The new degree of freedom ¢ is the (leaving hydrogen -methane carbon -other hydrogen) angle. For the reactants ¢ is the tetrahedral angle, while it will be 90° for the products, 11 since CH 3 is planar or very nearly so. 
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